The Secure
Authentication Service
Managed Security Services

Signify helps organisations to secure their computer networks. We provide a secure
alternative to passwords that safely enables remote access to systems and
information by delivering two-factor authentication as an on-demand hosted service.
The Signify service has built an outstanding reputation for delivering secure, reliable
and flexible two-factor authentication which is quick and easy to deploy. We have an
extensive client base across many sectors including major multi-national corporations,
small and medium sized businesses, professional services, central government and
local authorities.
The Signify Authentication Service
The Signify fully hosted authentication service delivers a
choice of token and tokenless authentication services, with
flexible options to meet different needs, budgets and working
patterns. This makes it easy for our customers to provide the
appropriate form of authentication to suit each group of their
users.
Our service enables organisations to rigorously identify staff,
clients, business partners and other individuals who need
secure access to sensitive information, applications and
networks. With our dedicated team focused purely on running
this high quality hosted service we radically lower the total
cost of ownership and simplify the deployment of two-factor
authentication.

A Complete Managed Service
Signify’s fully hosted authentication service delivers a choice
of token and tokenless authentication services, with flexible
options to meet different needs, budgets and working patterns.
This makes it easy for our customers to provide the appropriate
form of authentication to suit each group of their users.
Our service enables organisations to rigorously identify staff,
clients, business partners and other individuals who need
secure access to sensitive information, applications and
networks. With our dedicated team focused purely on running
this high quality hosted service we radically lower the total
cost of ownership and simplify the deployment of two-factor
authentication.

Benefits
•
•
•
•

Guaranteed Reliability
Proven Security
Flexible to your requirements
Quick and easy

Who needs two-factor
authentication?
Our service is ideal for
organisations that have:

•
•
•

Home workers and day extenders

•
•

Guest and temporary workers

Mobile staff
Business partners who collaborate via an
extranet or VPN

24/7 IT support staff

The Signify service is fully compatible with all leading

More than just technology
The successful deployment of two-factor authentication takes
more than just technology; you also need to implement a
framework of policies, procedures, logistics and user support.

VPNs, firewalls and web servers including:

Through our focus on running hosted authentication services,
we have learned, defined, and automated many best-practice
policies and processes into our service. All you need to
do is simply choose the options and policies that suit your
organisation’s requirements.
Together with 24/7 user support and managed logistics this
makes our service very quick and easy to deploy, and is so
simple to use that any end user will find it easy.
Our easy to use web portal allows customers to manage and
monitor every aspect of their service.
The Signify service is ideal for organisations that want to
ensure security and reliability, without taking on the skills,
equipment or risk to deploy a solution themselves. By hosting
the infrastructure and protecting it from malicious activity,
we can provide a service with guaranteed availability globally
24/7.
Where appropriate, multiple organisations can each choose
to use the Signify hosted service and then allow users to
have a single “federated” identity that can be shared between
organisations. This is especially useful for collaborative
activities such as complex supply chains, outsourced
management or large projects, allowing the independent
parties to pay only for what they need.

About NCC Group
NCC Group is a global expert in cyber security and
risk mitigation, working with businesses to protect
their brand, value and reputation against the
ever-evolving threat landscape.
With our knowledge, experience and global
footprint, we are best placed to help businesses
identify, assess, mitigate & respond to the risks they
face.
We are passionate about making the Internet safer
and revolutionising the way in which organisations
think about cyber security.
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